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The Trustees Are Here

Alcohol Policy
Under going Review
By Alisa Attarda
STAFF WRITER

Trustees H. Ridgely Bullock '55 (chairman) and Mary ElizabethTurner '63 '(.'story on page 5) courtesl/ of Public Affairs
By Mark Radcliffe
STAFF WRITER
Today,the Board of Trusteeswill
congregate at Colby for one of their
quarterly meetings. As Colby's
most powerful decision making
body,they will hear and deliberate
the concerns and interests of the
many Colby committees and organizations.
An issue of obvious concern this
Thursday will be an update from
the bud get and finance committee
on the college's fiscal status. Despite the rising tuition costs, "The
Board turns down $2 million worth
of excellent proposals each year,"
according to President William
Cotter, himself a trustee.
"The temptation to spend money
wisely is everywhere for a college
in today'stechnologically advanced
society. The Board does a good job
of executmgadifficulttask.They've
gone nine years now without a
budget deficit ," said Chairman of
the Board, H. Ridgely Bullock.
Another issue that will be considered is the Family Leave Policy.
In order to familiarize themselves further with current campus
con cerns,many of the Trustees will
be coming to campus early lo meet
^ with
various committees,
- organizations,and students. The
Trustees will meet tonight with the
residents of Leonard at their Town
>. Hall Meeting,
The Board of Trustees consists
of 28 members, six of whom are
women,an d all but seven areColby
graduates It will eventually fill 3
*. current vacancies to reach a membership of 31. Board members are
*" appointed by the Alumni Foundation and the Trustees themselves.
Cotter describes the Board as,

"...a very conscientious and hardworking group. Asvolunteers,they
are not paid ; They're not stuffy
businessmen, they are devoted to
Colby. They desperately want
input from all college perspectives."
The Board of Trustees is judicially concerned with any issue that
is relevant to a college committee,
as well as general decisions of
budget allocation, college policy,
and tenure, the latter being of the
highest consequence because, "It
will affect the college for the next
30 years," according to President
Cotter.
"The Board is essentially a reactive bod y," explains Cotter, "They
wait for recommendations from
either myself or the committee
representatives and respond
through discussion and vote."
Along with college organizations
and committees,faculty and Stu-A
are represented at the meetings to
voice concerns.
As the primary source of recommendations to the board, Cotter has a crucial relationship with
the Trustees. "It's imperative that
we communicate thoroughly when
deliberating a proposal," Cotter
said. "There is a lot of back and
forth dialogue. It's important that
they never feel surprised by my
suggestions. We have never been
in disagreement in the final ruling
of arecommendation because we're
sure to modify preliminarily."
The Board of Trustees operates
through tho use of committees,
which foster and monitor the development of various aspects of
the college,such as budget and finance, education, building and
grounds. They consist of Trustee
membersappolnted by Bullock;
faculty,and students. At each Board
meeting, representatives of the

committeesreport their status and voice
their concerns.
The Trustees,"are charged with the
responsibility of not only making sure
the college is still here in 200 years,but
that it be stronger than ever," according to Bullock.Q
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In response to parent and
faculty complaints, liability concerns and alcohol-related incidents at Thomas College, Colby
administrators and student leaders are discussing the enforcement of the college's current
alcohol policy, according to Director of Student Activities,John
Farkas.
A committee to develop proposals was formed in a closed,
executive session of the President's Council last Wednesday.
The committee, composed of
presidents,the off-campus president, four Head-Residents, and
representatives from Stu-A exec,
is scheduled to present proposals to Dean Earl Smith today.
"The proposals are designed
so that social life does not drastically change," said Stu-A Vice
President, Dan Spurgin.
"The administration wants to
work in conjunction with students to develop a plan that's
agreeableto everybody,"Farkas
said. "If it'snot agreeable,it won't

work. Earl Smith is an intelligent
man, and he wants to make sure
that there is a workable plan."
The committeewas not officially
releasing details about their proposals in an effort to halt rumors.
Among the many ideas being discussed by the committee are closing kegs an hour before a party
ends, security officers monitoring
parties for part of the night, and
wristbands for students over 21,
according to one committee member.
Three years ago, a committee
formed 'within the commons system to address alcohol issues on
campus and presented a number of
proposals to~the Board of Governors. This committee's suggestions
were rejected, according to Jill Sinclair '90, one of a handful on the
committee .
"We talked about a lot of the
same things [that are being discussed now]," Sinclair said. "But,
things are a little different."
"I think the education part of it
is really laxed. I think it has worn
off," she said. "Communication, I
feel, is not happening at all. The
policies are there, but nobody does
it [enforces them]."Q

Albano Getti ng Back In The Swing
Soccer Benefit Raises $5, 000 For Brain Resea rch
By Chris^liannini
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Eric Albano, who injured his brain
stem during the men'stennis team trip
to Puerto Rico last Spring Break, has
made such significant strides towards
recovery that he will be released from
the Spalding Rehabilitation center in
Bostonon Friday afternoon. Previously,
his doctors had not been sure if Eric
would be able to leave the center before
the end of December.
Albano willspend thenext 3months
at his home in Peabody, Mass., and
then hopes to be able to return to Colby.
"Right now I hope to be back up at
school by January," Eric said, "But
we're not sure if that's going to happen
or not yet."
On September 9,Albano took a day
off from his therapy and travelled to
Salem State College for a pre-season
benefit soccer scrimmage held in his
honor. Attendance estimates for the
event ranged from 700 to 1000 people.
Approximately $5,000 was raised
for a fun d set up in h i s name through
the $2 admission price, a raffle, and
sales of food, hats, and t-shirts. Accordi ng to Albano, the money In the
trust fund will be used for research on
understanding the nature of brain injuries such as his.
Chris Connely, '91 and Matt Hancock, '90. who were to be Eric's room-

mates this year,
both attended.
"It was really good to see
them and just
hang out and
watch some
soccer for a
while," said Albano, only occassionallyslurring his speech.
"All the teams
played pretty
well,and everybody seemed to
have a good
time."
"Allyou had
tO do Was look Ef .c MbRno tenter) with
Ccutltny of CArto Connelly
x
at Eric's face to Chris Connelly and Matt
Hancock,
see that the benefit was a suc- sit here and tell you how couracess," said Hancock. "It was a geous and brave he has been - but
great opportunity for Eric to see it's all true," said Connely.
a lot of his friends all at once, he
The benefit, which was organseemed so excited to see every- ized by the Gilette Corporation
body together,..(and)itwasgood where Eric's father is employed,
for his parents, the money is involved four Massachusetts high
going to help a lot with the hos- school soccer teams, including St,
pital bills," ho said.
John's Prep, whereEric st ud ied and
"Eric's spirits are unbelieva- played for the soccer team.
bly high and he'svery optimistic
Albano said he was pleased that
about his future. He's also very the story of the benefit had been
grateful f or everyone's help and picked up byThe Boston Globe as
concern over the last six months. well as several local newspapers.Q
It sounds like a cliche for me to

STU-A To Meet Weekly

NEWS BRIEF S

Alcohol Policy , "Undergraduate Review" Dominate Meeting
By Alisa Attardi
STAFF "WRITEK

fustic Thus Agenda

The President's Council is not
accomplishing enough in their
biweeklymeetings,saysPeter ReadSmith, Williams Hall President.
Although the last President's
Council meetingran two and a half
hours, well over the originally
planned 72 minutes, a number of
agenda items still had to be put off
to be discussed later. Read-Smith
was concerned about the lack of
action and moved that until further
notice, the President's Council
should meet every weekin order to
be more efficient. His motion was
passed.
The meeting was so long in part
because of a 30 minute,closed executive session to discuss alcohol
policy and the creation of a committee to address the issue. The executive session wasadded to the agenda
at the last minute because of an
uproar concerningunderagedrinking at Colby .^
An executivesession wasnecessarybecause "certain issues needed
to be discussed before they are
presented to the student body.
Alcohol is a delicate issue at Colby,"
said Dan Spurgin,Stu-AVice-President. "We didn't want the limitation of havingto tiptoe around what
needed to be discussed."
Another issue that was discussed at length involved a controversy regarding the purposes of The
Reviewand The Pequod, two magazines published by students. Stu-A
Treasurer Matt Dumas questioned
The Review's purpose, and subsequently their funding, when they
petitioned for an extra $1500 over
their $3000 budget.
Originally a non-fiction magazine, in 1988 The Review stopped
publishing strictly "political research and opinion" and started
"publishing feature articles, reviews,letters to the editor,artwork,
and fiction and poetry of a social or

I
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topical nature."
While there's no doubt about
what The Reviewhas published,
senior editor Laura Senier feels that
the change is allowable under their
revised constitution of 1988. However, Dumas contends that the revised constitution was not officially
ratified.Therevised constitutionhas
been submitted with budget proposals since spring of 1988. The
Review has been funded and published under the revised
constitution for the past: two years.
Dumas criticized The Reviewfor
charging its purpose without revising its constitution, thereby creating a situation where Stu-A is
separately funding two similar
magazines. The other magazine is
The Pequod , which provides "an
outlet for creative writing and artwork."
In the fall of 1988, Marc Enger,
former Stu-A Treasurer, arranged
a meeting with The Pequod and
The Review.At that meeting, it

I Off The Hi ll
HAMILTON COL LEGE

Stairwell parties were recently banned in residence halls due to :
safety and fire hazards. The Dean of Students denied that the ;
decision was made as a response to an incident last January,
when a student fell down a three story stairwell and landed on
a bicycle.

The Seventh Annual Conference of Former Secretaries of" State
wilt be held at Dates, October 27. Speakerswill include: Dean
Ruskc, WillianxRogcrs, Henry Kissinger, Edmund Muskie, and
Alexander Haig,

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

The October issue of Playboy Magazine exposed the activities of one Dartmouth fraternity. An alumni ot the college wrote a
piece entitled "Return to Animal House,"claiming wild antics
remain intact even after 20 years.
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Brawlers Found Guilty

]

Mike Flynn '92and Scott Webster '90faced J-Board last Sunday for
fighting in the Student Center and Goddard-Hod gkins Thursday,
September 14.
According to J-Board Chief Justice Betsy Morgan, Flynn was
charged with damaging college property,physical assault of a fellow
student> and throwing beer on a fellow student. Webster wascharged
with physical assault of a fellow student.
According to Webster, the sanction against him is permanent
disciplinary probation. He did not know Flynn's sanctions. Fly/nn
could not be reached for comment. Sources say his sanctions are
similar.
Dean of the College Earl Smith yesterday approved the sanctions
that J-Board proposed, but neither he nor Morgan would verify what
those sanctions were until Flynn and Webster were notified of the
decision. (A.S.)

I

Frosh Reaction

t

was- agreed that The Reviewcould
publish a small amount of fiction
and poetry of a social or topical
nature.
Senier criticized Dumas for
presenting a one-sided issue. "I
don't feel that that claim that (the
constitution) was never approved
is valid because we've submitted
the revised constitution, we've
received funding and published
under the revised constitution,
and Stu-A officiated the meeting
between The Review¦and The
Petjuod." . ' • ' "
Senier will go before the
President's Council next Wednesday to present her side of the
issue.
The President's Council voted
to have the editors of The Review
present a revised constitution
demonstrating that their purpose is
different from that of The Pequod .
"Right now, they [ The Review]
can cover anything from poetry to
pornography," Dumas said.Q

While some students may have felt that orientation week was
unnecessarily long or "four days of just doing nothing," most felt it
provided a much needed period of adjustment. The average student
mostly
positivethings to say: "It kept me busy. 1went to
had
everything," 'T liked it because the activities were all optional," even,
"i enjoyed it,I got to decorate my room." Although the results of this
years survey have not yet been compiled, last year 88% rated the
orientation week as good to fantastic . Dean Serdjenian , who conducted the survey, also said that in comparison to the length of
orientations at other schools, Colby's is "average to on the short side."
Serdjenian also pointed out that the program was shortened two years
ago. (J.T.)

Due Friday, Laser Writer
Printed, Please

What started out as simply an added extra may have turned into a
requirement. In a recent memo,the director of Computer Services,Ray
Phillips, asked the question once more: do students receive higher
grades for submitting a report laser printed? Ray says he is concerned
there might be "inadequate access to LaserWriters" which students
feel they have to use at the risk of receiving a lower grade. Ray hopes
that his memo will prompt discussion among faculty to consider
whether such prejudices do take place and to see if a change is school
policy may be in order. Student response to the question varies, while
some say the "issue is baseless" (no such prejudices exist), others
simplysaythat "professors want thepaper tolook thebestitcan." (J .T.)

Matt !s Money Talks

By Krista Stein
CONTR.IBUTING WRITER

BATES COLLEGE

-

NEWS STAFF

When A
Colby
Undergrad
Marries

By Merideth Hart
CONTRIBUTINa WRITER

No alcohol will be allowed in tho tailgatlng j sectiohof tho
: football stadium during this Friday's Homecoming
:cclebratj ons.Q

Compiled By

¦

Whilea high percentageof Colby
students eventually tie the knot,
Tom McClintok and Maria
Douglass, both 22 years old, are
two Colby students who married
while they continued to pursue an
education on campus,
They met at Colby in September
of 1986 and started dating by January of 1987. Now they are married
and live in a comfortableapartrnent
about five minutes from campus.
Their wedding earlier this year,
was attended by about 50 people,
including several Colby professors
and students. "As professors get to
know you better they know more
aboutyour personallife,"said Tom.
Married life on campus,according to Maria, is very natural and
continued on page S

p hotoby Bob Lian

Matt Dumas

' Any club on campus that fails to submit a ledger to Stu-A treasurer
Ma tt Dumas by the first of every month will be fined $50. The first
ledgers were due Saturday and Dumas was lenient because it was the
first month. "But next month I am go nna crackdown a little harder,"ho
said.
Last year, the treasurer had some difficulties keeping track of all the
transact io ns because club s of ten passed i n receipt s lat e or not at al l,
according to Dumas.
"I know the only way we were goima shake this thing up is if wc put
something at stake," Duinas said. "Money talks." (D.F.)
continued on following page

Perkins Arboretum Offers Ak%
v|
Escap e To Nature
By Hal Paul

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As the days grow shorter and
thewindtakesonthat familiar chill,
Colby's Perkins Arboretum is a
prime spot for foliage viewing and
a peaceful walk. The 43-year-old
Arboretum, located between Mayflower Hill Driveand Colby'seastern border, consists of three walking mile trails.
Although it is officially termed
an arboretum,' a place where trees
are planted, the college's wooded
land is more accurately classified as
a wildlife preserve, a tract of land
that is allowed to develop naturally.
Parts of the Red trail are in such
poorcondition,however,thatColby
is currentlyconsidering whether to
refurbish them rather than let nature takeits course.The Outing Club
has the arduous task of maintain. .. '. ...

¦

—

ing all three trails, and through
volunteer efforts, the club attempts
to keep them passable.
The Arboretum was originally
formed in 1946 from 20 acres of
Colby land. In 1959,after the death
of Mrs. Edward Henry Perkins,
whose husband was a long-time
Colby employee,thearboretumwas
renamed Perkins Arboretum and
Bird Sanctuary. The Board of Trusteesexpanded itsboundaries in 1969
to encompass its present 128 acres.
Professor Perkinswasthe ChairmanofColby'sGeologydepartment
for 16 years, contributing scientific
papers to such publications as The
American Journal of Science until
his deathin 1936. Professor Perkins
is described as "an inveterate lover
of the out-of-doors and was at his
best when seated at the camp fire,
far from the conventionsof society"
by Ernest Cummings Marriner in
bis The Historv of Colbv Colleee.
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•"No Freshman shall wear any hat, cap,sweater,jersey or sleeveless shirt bearing any preparatoryschoolnumerals, initials or insignia, of any variety. However, sweaters or j erseys bearing such
insignia may be worn inside out, ot with the insignia on the back of
the wearer."
Colby's class of 1907 wantedto inaugurate such a reform into the
Colby handbook in order tb establish a sense of loyalty to Colby,and
to let go of preparatory school ties/
While this was actually taken, from the rulebook of another
college, whose name was not cited,The Echo editors of 1904 wholeheartedly supported this plan, and printed the rule as a sample for
Colby to approve.
* ?
The editorial goes on to state; "No one can question the good taste
and thorough proprietyof a custom which requires a man when he
enters collegeto give up his allegiance to his preparatoryschool in
favor of the institution which is to fit him for his life work." .
" LooldngaR>undColbytoday,it seemsthat the3oyal^artdapparel
connection has loosened a bit. If one were to scan Colby closets, the
number of collegesand prep schoolsrepresentedmight top the number of entries into Lovejoy's Guide to Colleges and Universities.
Contrary to the fashion statements of 1904, it is acceptabletoday to
have a different school name on every article of clothing you own.
Of course,it looks as if Colby's insignia takesfirst prizefor "most
worn/* The classof 1907 Would be proud of the bookstore's attempt
to equip every Colby student with the appropriate sweatshirt.In addition, many Colby students still adhere to the 1907ruleof inside-out
sweatshirts. And we all thought it was a new craze.
As Homecomingweekendapproaches/alumniwill be invading
ata steady pace,and loyalty willbe in full swing.Guard your favorite
Farmington $weat socks,
The proposal, incidentally/ was never enacted,
[
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Sudents To
Seek Peers
For Health
Education
By Beth Ackroyd

By Amy Hav«l

^—

Many upper level biology labs
use the Arboretum during course
study. Geological mapping of the
Arboretum is just one activity the
geology department uses to complement course work. Colby's 128
wooded acres are more than just a
beautiful place to spend an afternoon to geologists and biologists,
but a living example of what the
textbooks describe.
One can easily spend a day in
PerkinsArboretum. About 100yards
in from the trail's entrance you will
enter a whole new world. And you
mayjust forget all yourworries while
there.Q
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STAPF WRITER

"Students don't like to be lectured to," according to Dr. William
Bennett and the Health Advisory
Committee,which reached the same
conclusion last year in deciding that
students would be more receptive to
healthissues,such as sexuality,stress,
and nutrition, if information was
presented by their peers. So with the
introduction of the Peer Health Facilitator program this year, students
can gain health related information
from their own peers.
At least one peer facilitator lives
in each residence hall and
they spoke to their hallmates, Tuesday at Town Hall Meetings,explaining the new program.
The facilitatorswill act as liaisons
between the student body and student health information by organizing small discussion groups, which
may or may not involve a "health
expert." The facilitator will briefly
introduce the topic and the guest
"expert,"ask participants to anonymously submit questions on the
subject,and then use thesequestions
to generate discussion amongst the
students.
The Health Advisory Committee
is comprised of students, faculty
members,and administrators and is
concerned with health issues involving education, administrative policy,and hiring. In their meetingslast
year,membersexpressedfrustration
at the low level of student involvement in the various lectures and
discussions provided by the Health
Center.
In the new system Bennett is
confident that students will "arrive
at the answers to their own questions."
The program is advised by Bennett, Jim Woodley and Gretchen
Gehrke of the Health Center, and
JoyceMcPhetres-MaiseloftheDeans'
Office.
Dean McPhetres-Maisel hopes
that the discussion format will "open
people up to sharing concerns an d
offering support," In this way, students will receiveimportant healthrelated information in what Bennett
calls a "non-threatening way."
This is t he "best way to disseminate health knowled ge to students,"
he said.Q

NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED
Abortion Demonstrations
Peaceful

p hoto by Matt Ovios

Pro-choice and pro-life advocates marched alongside each other in
downtown Waterville this past weekend.Most of the pro-choice participants were Bates and Colby students, along with members of
Maine Pro-Choice and the National Organization of Women (NOW).
"Most of the Colby PeopleI saw were pro-choice,"said pro-choice
marcher Cheryl Gariepy '91.
The marches were primarily peaceful. "There were some verbal
exchanges, but nothing reallydangerous," Gariepy said. "Both sides
were really visible and vocal."
The pro-choice march was in response to a 500 member Family
March organized by Maine Pro-Life. Because they had not applied for
permission in advance to march in the street, the pro-choice marchers
were confined to the sidewalks beside pro-life marchers.
The Colby women's group. Which helped organize the counterdemonstration, is also organizing a Colby group to attend the National Pro-Choice demonstration in Washington, D.C., November
12. (T.H.)

Prof Of The Year

"It was kind of neat," said government professor Sandy Maisel,
the recipient of the Professor of the Year in the State of Maine Award.
Dean of Faculty Robert MacArthur and President Cotter presented a plaque to Maisel in his Government 111 class Monday to
celebrate his achievement.
MacArthur nominated Maisel for the award, which is presented
annually by the Councilfor the Advancement and Support of Education, and asked several faculty members and former students of
Maisel to write letters of recommendation. "All I had to do was give
a resume," Maisel said.
"It was a good feeling to have a Colby professor named to this
award," said Government 111 student Todd Iszard.(D.R)

Roadtrip Anyone?

The campus is aflutter with scheduled plans and last minute arrangements for fall break. Four days without classes.One last chance
to bid farewell to the rights of summer and welcome in another cold
Maine winter.
Scott Greenfield '93 has made special plans for fall break. "I'm
staying here on campus and the key is sleeping, partying,and studying," he said.
Pat Durkin '92 is going to Florida. He'susinga $99 ticket he got for
j oining American Express this fall. "I'm going to Florida because I
owe myself a treat,"pat said."It's kind of like if you go run five miles
and then go out and buy yourself an ice cream. I'm gonna party my
balls off."
Campus Travel reports "a lot of students are going to see boyfriends - more boyfriends than girlfriends, actually." They have also
noticed a lot of students heading north to Quebec and Montreal.
"There's no drinking age!" said one underaged student. "We're
there!"
However,many students say with a heavysigh that their plans for
break are "home" or Tm stuck here." (D.F.)

Hamilt on F ans R elieved

While itisarelief to some that no one at Colby has wona freepizza
at the expense of the Mules in the Spa's score contest, insult was
added to injury by some Hamilton students at the game Saturday.
Just as the game was.winding down, the Seaverns Field main press
box was showered with the urine of what appeared to be wildly
exuberant Continental supporters from above on the third floor.
(L.R.)

Quote Of The Week
"Trltey're not stuffy businessmen, they arc devoted to Colby."
President William R. Cotter about the Trustees.
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A Tale Of Tickets And Towing

Alum Pushes
J a nPlan

a university think-tank. When a
book about state and local governCON TRIBUTING WRITER
ment was in the making, he was
assigned to write a section about
Meet Steve Rappaport, manmunicipal bonds. It was then that
ager-vice president of the Pruden- herealiaed that the municipal bond
tial-Bache Municipal Bond Refield was the one for him.
source Department and a Colby
In 1980 he co-authored the first
alum.
book dealing primarily with that
"It all started with a State and subject. Municipal Bonds (
Local Government course taught McGraw-Hill) is in the special colby Sid Farr," explains the 1972 lections section of the Miller Library.
graduate.Heroundedout his sched- From there, Rappaport joined Pruule with debating and public speak- dential-Bache,eventually reaching
ing appearances.
his current position of manager-vice
Rappaport holds many other president of the Municipal .Bond
fond memories for the school, in- Resource Department.
Photo by Dyanne Kaufman
cluding intramural football and
Rappaport leaves us with some
Professors Weisbergand Mavrinac. parting advice. He suggests we
included towing.
When he left for Columbia Univer- become proficient in two important
Under normal circumstances a sity after his graduation in 1972,he fields,writingand speaking, which
person is given five warnings was confident he possessed the have become so useful to him. And
($JO.O0 fines) and on the sixth of- skills necessary for success. "The he advises students to use Jan-Plart
fense the vehicle is towed. Having most important skill a person can to its fullest, commenting, 'It's a
a car towed also results in the loss of gain here is the ability to interface great program because it lets stuall parkingprivilegesf or the owner with others," he said.
dents see if the path they've chosen
of the car.
Rappaport supplemented his is a good one."Q
According to Van Valkenburgh, studies at Columbia by writing for
the $10.00 fine is handed to the college's business department where
it is "presumably put into a general
fund." The $25.00 towing fee is not
paid to Colby,but is paid directly to
the towing companies. Safety and
Security rotates towing rights befl B I ^ .y I a division of McQuade Enterprises, Inc.
continued on page

By Mike Zhe

Security officia ls say ticketing has been at the same level as last year.

By Chris Iannini
CONTRIBUTING WHITER
"It's- just the same as last year,"
said Mark Van Valkenburgh, director of Safety and Security, on the
topic of car towing. Many students
have complained that the incidence
of towing has increased this fall,
especially during the first week of
classesSince September 1, 1989, Safety
and Security has issued 403 tickets
and had 56 cars towed, according
to Van Valkenburgh.
"Several people have asked me
if we're towing more this year,"

said Van Valkenburgh, "But we
aren't."
Van Valkenburgh did admit that
his department is strictly enforcing
the fire lanes on the road leading up
to The Heights and the road that
swings behind Mary Low Commons.
"Those roads were fire lanes
last year, but weren't published in
the regulations, so I was reluctant
to enforce them,"he said. "I had to
follow what my predecessor (Pete
Chenevert) had done. This year I
have approval all the way on up to
President Cotter, so we're enforcing those lanes." Enforcement has
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Mr. Chairman
By Mark Radcliffe
STAFFWRITER

A Trustee since 1975,H. Ridgely Bullockwasfirst electedChairman of the Board in January of'83
and has ieen re-electedeach year
since. But, hi& Colby ties extend
further, Bullock graduated in the
class of '55 and three of his children enrolled in Colbyas well.
As Chairman,Bullockruns the
board nieetings, is a member of
each of *he various college committees, and appointsother Trustees to the committees as well.
"I try to make sure theyend up
on the committees that they want
to be involved in/' he said. "Enthusiasm and interest enable the
Board to makethebestdecisions."
At the Trustee meeting this
week, Bullock hopes to hear re-

Marriage

sponse to his suggestion that a
decisive fixed term be established
for the Chairman,
"You want fresh blood on the
Board/' explains Bullock. "At
some point the positionof Chairman should be turned over to
another capable Trustee,"
YyThe President and I communicateat least once a week, sometimes more,throughouttheyear,"
said Bullock,
"The intermediarydiscussiort
that w^'re able to do, as well as
the fact that the Trustees are only
on committees'in which they're
interested, is what makes the
Board function well,"
When he's not running Colby,
Bullock runs a small investment
firm in New York, is involved
with a law firm there as well, and
a small winery in California.—
¦¦¦
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Welcome Back COLBY.. *
Stodents , Faculty, and Stafff o

continued from page 2
fun.„ Tom agrees, saying, "I'm
glad I don't have to deal with the
pressures of dating, going to
singles'bajs, and all that." The
couple socializes withfriend s on
and off campus.
Tom and Maria do not feel
that other students or professors
disapprove of their marriage,
and Maria feelsthat many of her
peers admiretheir commitment.
Tom and Maria both share
an interest in "Star Trek" and on
the weekends they enjoy taking
day trips. According to Maria,
she and Tom do not spend all of
their free time cleaning, paying
bills,and doing mundane chores;
that, she says, is the myth of
marriage.
Tom is a senior government
major with an interest in Russian studies. Maria, a Russian
Studies major, graduated from
Colby last year and currently
takes a business course at Thomas College to supplement the
liberal arts education she received. Tom and Maria study
together, often helping each
other with their Russian.
Maria and Tom both work
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continued from page 4
tween two Waterville businesses: Ed's of Central Maine,
and Arbo's Towing & Repair
Service. A two week rotation
schedule is posted in the Safety
and Security office.
The Waterville and Skowhegan area Yellow Pages list five
differenttowingagencies in Wa-

p hoto by Bob Lian

Maria and Tom McGhntok
with Electro-Lux vacuum cleaners, and they feel their careers will
continue to head in the same direction.
Neither believe that they have
changed much since they married

and that they have always been
mature, responsible people. Tom
says that children are in the future, but for now, they appreciate
the time they liave together.?

terville. Telephone checks of these
businesses showed that they all
have an identical rate of $25.00.
Van Valkenburgh noted that
before a vehicle is towed, the acting officer is required to attempt
to contact the owner of the vehicle
to have it moved. This applies in
all cases except when an unauthorizedcar isparked in a handicapped
zone which Van Valkenburgh
termed a "blatant offense."He also
said that "towing is a last resort,"
performed only when all other

alternatives have been exhausted.
Kelly Cogan '90,whose car was
towed from a previously legal
space in the quads, thinks that the
new rules are unclear. "When 1
parked there, it was at night, I
couldn't tell what color the curb
was," she said. "I had always
known those spots to be legal
parking. Either they should put
up a sign, put up a notice,or leave
us alone."
"Don't tow" now and tell us
later," she added .Q

Bookstore s Mak e Amends

.

By Lawrence Rocca
NEWS EDITOR

Mayflower

Hil Drive

.

The Colby bookstore will
continue to provide textbooks at
the samevolumeand at the same
price, but will try to reconcile
any ill feelings between them
and the Iron Horse Bookstore,
according to Ken Gagnon,directorof administrativeservicesand
purchasing.
The bookstore committee,
which is chaired by SamAtmore,

met last Friday for two hours to
discuss the possible relationships
that Colby might establish with
Iron Horse and to review proposals of renovations for the Colby
store. Members of the committee
include Atmore, Gagnon, Bruce
Barnard, John Dudley, Lenny
Reich, and students Chris Connelly,James Chisholm,and FrancEric Wiedmer.
Thecommittee,which Gagnon
described as "advisory," did not
talk about subsidizing text book

prices with sales from other departments of the store. Currently,
the textbook department is projected to break even, while the
other part of the store prof its about
$150,000.
According to Gagnon "it [subsidizing] isn't high on the list" of
priorities for the bookstore,which
he says acts "as much by concensus [opinion ! as possible."
Good relations with Iron Horse
is a high priority for the bookcontinued on page 13
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Doing The Right Thiiig In Waterville

Movie Director Spike
Lee Makes His Best
Flick Yet
By John Purcell
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
y^ pike Lee, graduate of
New Yorkand
University's
£ film
school thedirector^^
under^_^y writer-star of
ground films She's Gotta HaveIt and
School Daze has made his best film
so far in Do The Right Thing. While
Lee's inability to control an oozing
creativity flawed his earlier films,
Do The Right Thing is a tighter,
unique and ever-fascinating piece
of work.
Do The Rig ht Thing centers on
the actions of a group of people
who work and live on a block in a
black area of Brooklyn, set during
the hottest day of the summer.
The film's premise is intercultural relations. The film shows how
easily we can lose tolerance and
offend or hurt someone because
they are different from us. There is
no character who is the enemy in
this film; the onlyenemy is people's

I

intolerance for each other.
Sadly, Do The Right Thing is
drawing only medium sized audiences following unfounded reports
by the media that the film could
possibly spark racial riots. It is not a
film which should provoke race
riots but rather debate s in our own
minds about tolerance.
Lee paints his picture with
highly colorful characters typical of
his work but not the rest of Hollywood. Lee portrays himself in the
movie as Mookie, a pizza delivery
man who is going nowhere. Danny
Aiello plays Sal, his Italian employer.OssieDavis turns in an interesting comical performance as an
old black alcoholic who has lived
through it all. Paul Benjamin,
Frankie Faison, and Rohbie Harris
are perfect as three lazy guys who
sit in the street corner all day.
All performances are superb but
perhaps most unforgettable is the
outrageous Giancarlo Esposito as
Buggin' Out, a man with a mission
continued on page 11
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Esp osito Ref lects On His Latest Fi lm
By John Purce ll
CONTRDBUTINQ- WRITER

j J he film Do theRight
B Thing "isreally about
m people examining
-'-¦""' themselves,"said Giancarlo Esposito, who plays Buggin' Out in the movie,during an
interview with the Echo lastw/eek:
A rising black actor whose career
stretches from the mid 1960s,
Esposito spoke at Colby, Thursday September 28th, about his
career in acting and the premise
of his latest movie.
Do The Right Thing gathered
enough publicity during the last
few monthsto land directorSpike
Lee on the cover oi Newseek. Do
The Right Thing is a film about
people examining where their
prejudices lie in order to recognize and control them, according
to Esposito.
Buggin Out is a young black
man who leads a boycott of Sal's
Pizzeria because Sal, an Italian,
will not put photos of blacks on
the wall of the pizzeria. Buggin'
Out is a guy who has just discovered his blackness and is proud
of it, according to Esposito. He
wants to do something for his
people but doesn't really know
how to go about it.
"It's like he has a new circular
saw but doesn't read the directions. He hasn't read the directions but goes ahead and rises it
anyway and cuts his hands off,"
Esposito said. "He is misguided"
in his approach and "ends up the
cause of his friend's death."
People are constantly being
exposed to stereotypes such as
"the cheap Jew"and those stereotypes sit in on our subconscious,
Esposito said. When we run into
a situation where weknowsomeone is black or Jewish, etc. we
tend to watch for the stereotypical traits of that type of person to
come out because we have been
exposed to the stereotype for so
long. No one escapes this, according to Esposito.
j
f

Giancarlo Esposito
If we find something close to
the stereotype we might think in
our mind "what a Jew" or something similar, he said. In Do the
Right Thing characters are placed
in situations where they are
pushed to the limit by climate
and emotion,- they let out their
hidden prejudices and take them
out on each other.
Esposito claims the major
conflicts in Do the Right Thing
happen because people do not do
the right thing and they let their
prejudices take over in the heat of
the moment. Education, he said,
is the key to destroying racism.
During the filming of the
movie, Esposito spoke of the
problems the crew faced in filming on location. "We had to close
down three crackhouses"in the
one block area the film was shot
on, he said. Esposito himself
organized a clothing drive for
many of the families who did not
have warm enough clothing for
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the upcoming winter.
Believing himself fortunate to
have made the transition from
child actor to adult actor, the
reasons are obvious. Esposito is
incredibly energetic and witty.
His command of speech makehis
stories, analogies and humor,
continually entertaining and
poignant. Also a master of improvisation, Esposito said director Spike Lee encourages the use
of improvisation in his movies,
including Do The Right Thing.
Giancarlo Esposito has previously appeared in the films Taps ,
The Cotton Club, Trading Places,
and the television series School
Daze. Currently working on another Spike Lee film titled I Love
Supre me, Esposito has plans for a
new television series and will
appear in the film, King of N ew
York ,later this yearO

Fundin g Increase Helps
Coffe ehouse Reach Out
By Meredith J. Master

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

mgf g f) ith the help o f increased
Stu-A, the
i A J Ending by
*
/*
* Coffeehouse is reaching
out to the entire campus as an alternative to alcohol-centered forms of
social life. The Coffeehouse provides students with opportunities
to meet new people and to enjoy a
variety of entertainment without the
dulling effects of alcohol. •
John Farkas, Directorof Student
Activities,beHeves that in the past
manystudents wereintimidatcd by
the image of the Coffeehouse, He
stresses that although it is located
in Mary Low, everyone is welcome.
Farkas has increased Coffeehouse fun di ng in an att emp t to make
it a campus hub for entertainment.
Tho entertainment Itinerary in-

cludes cultural and classic movie
night on Wednesdays, musicians
playing from all over the country
and student performances as well,
Featured the third Thursday of
every month is Expressions night,
for students to share their music,
poetry, fiction, and anything else
they have to offer. Farkas and the
Coffeehouse Directors,Mim Siegel,
Beth Poole, and Nicky Farkas (no
relation to John) hope to have
"Comedy Night," featuring some
big-name comedians from Boston.
Students interested in performing
at th e Coffeehouse sh ould got in
touch with one of the directors.
Another change in store for the
Coffeehouse is a greater variety of
foo d, Presently, baked goods>
coffee
gourmet ice cream,
and tea are being offered . There is
talkofofferingalternativestosweots
as well.

The Coffeehouse has been attracting large crowds so far, and
Beth Poole attributes the success tc
the good selection of films including "Harold & Maude" an d "My
Life as a Dog", as well as to popular
musicians $uch as Diana Hanso n
the folk guitarist, and Pastor Bud
the band comprised of Colby students and alumni. Poolewould like
to see more student entertainers at
the Coffeehouse,and she welcomes
clubs to use the space as a place to
hold functions.
Mim Sicgal adds that students
find the Coffeehouse to be an ideal
spot for a study break d ur i ng the
week, "It's a great pla ce to meet
people."
The Coffeehouse is open from 7
to 11 p.m. Sunday through Thursday, an d opera tes during special
hours on Fridays and Saturdays,
depending on the entertainment- ?
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33rpm: Caj un, Soulful And Funk y - Almost
up-beat music that is just plain entertaining.
The band found its origin whon
As we all grow tired of hearing John Magnie, a Colorado native,
tho same old sound recycled over struck out for New Orleansto play
and over again by new artists,Tte his keyboards, In New Orleans he
Subdudes swoop In to the rescue.
met up with Tommy Malone
Their first release, which is self- (brother of tho Radiator's guitar
titled, has a sound that you can't player, Davo Malone), Steve
forgot. It 's almost Cajun, almost Amedee and Johnny Ray Allon
soulful, and almost funky. You find who had all comedown tho Missisyour hands moving and your foot sippi from Edgard, Louisiana. All
tapping while listening because it's had big drcamsof playing in aband
By Craig, Darnrauer
.CONTRIBUTING WRITER

and found themselvesplayingblues
music, which was demanded in
New Orleans at the time. This
proved to be a bit too restricting for
the band members.
If you listen to The Subdudes,
you'll hear only a little of the blues
influence. You will hear rhythmic
sounds,excitingbass,a tambourine
and evon an accordion. This might
be why they roallydidn't fit into the
New Orleans music style.
continued or page 11

drawing by Bonnie Brooks
Look familiar? It probably does to your parents.
See story on page 11.
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Not Bad , Just Slow
While it's clear that Stu-A and the President's Council are working hard this year, from the outside it
appears most of what's happening on the inside is tire
spinning. Pure and simple. They j ust don't seem to be
getting much done.

So many agenda items have been tabled and discussions have run so
long that -the President's Council is going to start meeting every week
instead of every other. A.commendable move,but why not try to develop
a system of getting more done in less time.
The I-PLAY situation is a good example of Stu-A bureaucracy. The
controversy, regardless of which system you favor, surfaced the first week
of school and went largely unadressed by Stu-A except for a letter in the
Echo. Where were the forums? The opinion polls? The one forum they did
schedule for the end of this semester may not happen until next semester.
The brightest spot on Stu-A's record so. far is Stu-A Treasurer Matt
Dumas. He gets things done and is making a serious effort at bridling StuA's mounting deficit. Holding at about $30,000 at last check, Dumas is
keeping stringent control of club spending enabling him to start paying off
the first $10,000 of the debt.
Of course,with action comes mistakes and Dumas has made some. His
tactics have been called heavy-handed by some club leaders who face
reduced funding or the risk of reduced funding. Maybe they're right. But,
Dumas is going to get things done this year whether he riles a few club
leaders or not. His sights are set.
All in all,it seems our elected leaders are working their collective buns
off. At the very least, Stu-A is acting (and dressing) more like a student
government should. They're serious about campus issues. We just think
that less talk, fewer committees,and a little more action would benefit us
allD

Parkin g Posse

After only five weeks into the semester, students
that have cars on campus are wishing they didn't. Fiftysix cars have been towed from campus and 403 tickets
have been issued by the hands of campus Safety and
Security.

Mark Van Valkenburgh, director of Safety and Security, says these
numbers are "about the same as last year" and perhaps even lower.
It's "just a feeling I have based on last year," he said, because no
comparative figures actually exist from previous years.
Our "feeling based on last year" is that Van Valkenburgh has Colby
confused with his last year at University of Alaska.
Four hundred and three tickets may not sound like much, but with
many tickets racking up to $110 fines each, this is more than your average
'taking a bite out of crime' by Colby security.
"I've never had anyone pay a $100 fine," said Van Valkenburgh, now
in his second year at Colby. But, fines are only reduced when students
appeal their tickets.
While Van Valkenburgh cites the start of last year as a heavier ticketi ng
time because "it took a little longer to educate people" about parking
policies, many students say knowledge of these policies is still abysmal.
Fire lanes are marked, but poorly at best. Signs are too few and too far
apart. The curbs should be painted more consistently. And the enforcement should be more uniform too. Anyone with a car knows that Officer
Chuck Kitrcll takes his tickets a bit more seriously than the rest of the
squad.
But, maybe, Van Valkenburgh Isn't the bad guy after all. Maybe a
coupleoftheguysjust madeabet.Youknow, the officer who gives out the
most tickets wins a six-pack of their favoritebrewski. If that 's the case/ let
us know and we'll chip In to end this ticket attack.Q

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
students) never go to the Coffeehouse," exemplified poor journalism.This wording can only benegative for the publicity of the Coffeehouse. We have spent this last
» In response to the articleby Lori month working hard to attract a
Wright and Krista Stein, '"Student larger group of students by offering
Survey Supports Campus Social more diverse entertainmentincludFee," we would like to comment on ing Comedy Might,Cultural Movie
one of the statistics reported. The Night, and livemusic ranging from
wording of "...about 75% (of the folk to rock. We believe the Coffee-

Echo's Words
Warped

house is enjoying a higher rate of
success than in the past. We feel a
more positive choice of wording
would have referred to the 25 percent of the students that do goto the
Coffeehouse.
Beth Poole '90
Mim Siegel '90
Nicky Farkas '92
Managers of the Coffeehouse

OPINION

Colby Should Credit Outside Learning

full-time semesters at Colby or at
an
approved program.
By Matt Lehman
OPINIONS WR ITER
Manystudents arenot aware of
this rule, although it can havefarAtthisyear'sFirstYearStudent's reaching effects. Some of the stumatriculation ceremony,President dents who do know about it are
Cotter sent forth a challenge to the students who havetaken President
incomingstudents: Don't be1 afraid Cotter to taskovertheruling. They
to experiment. Takeclasses outside have left school to volunteer for a
your previous interests; take ad- political campaign, or some other
vantage of your collegeyears. This cause they believe in, and have reis a very admirable call to arms,but turned to find themselves behind
in light of some recent administra- the rest of their class. This includes
tive rule changes,it is a hypocritical a government major who took a
one as well.
year off to workin the 1988 presiLast year, a Colby student, be- dential election, and when he recause of financial and personal turned, found he got almost no
reasons, wished to graduate early. credit for his experience. Colby has
She had the required amount of an excellent government departcredits and had filled all of her ment, but does the experience of
requirements, but she was denied workingona presidentialcampaign
by the college. Following the de- not qualify for part of an education
nial, in order to alleviate any confu- in the study of government?
sion surrounding the decision,
The rule also affects those stuColby reiterated a rule that had been dents at Colby who received credit
in effect for anyone who entered for Advanced Placement tests in
Colby after Sept. 1986: In order to high school. From my own experigraduate - regardless of credits or ence,i took APs for two reasons: It
requirements-onemust spend eight would help me get into a better

school, and it would supposedly
savememoney.My teacherspromised; if you did well on the tests,
you would receivecollege credit.
But these credits are now almost
worthless. They can't be accepted
at Colby as requirements in either
the all-collegedistributions or majors. They do allow one to pass out
of someintroductory level courses,
but there are also placement tests
for some of these.
Nearlyevery year at least a few
students acquire enough credits to
graduate early, but, according to
the rule, are not allowed to do so.
With college costs as high as they
are, Colby comes off as quite snobbish in this decision. If a student
cares enough about something - be
it an?A.P. course or a political campaign -to temporarily dedicate his
or her life to it,isn't this an integral
partof theeducationalprocess? One
would think so. But in the College's
eyes, only something taught in a
Colby classroom is worth credit.
As good as some of Colby's departments are, that simply isn't trueD

Students On
The Street
Work by the Educational Policy Committee, (EPC), and a subsequent vote by
the facu lty last spring resulted in 10
guidelines f or what a liberal arts education sh ould entai l. Those precepts are
listed in the Student Handbook. What do
you think is the most importa nt goal of a
liberal arts education?

Colby Dissatisfaction Syndrome

For decades, persons in the
Colby environment have been
plagued by the dreaded illness,
C.D.S., Colby Dissatisfaction Syndrome. The sickness is a degenerative-type viral infection. Persons at
high risk of contracting C.D.S. are,
but are not limited to, new faculty,
persons returning after years of
absence or years abroad, upperclassmen, and other students with
unarticulated disgruntled feelings.

John Hawke

I DON'T LIKE SPAM
The first signs of the illness tend
to be in the form of quiet mutterings under one'sbreathi about "the
hypocrisy of students and faculty/'
or some such matter. If this preliminary stage is not treated, the
condition mayor may not progress
to the second stage, which is evidenced by a more general dissatisfaction with Colby, coupled with a
penchant for cynical interpretation
of data.
If the problem is still not addressed, the victim may begin to
verbalize dissatisfaction alongmore
definite lines; such as stating that
they are "sick of the small, mean

attitude of Colby,and the constant
"insult to my intelligence". At this
stage the host is usually permanently infected, and chances of
complete recoveryrapidly dwindle.
The most extreme cases yet recorded involve individuals openly
and defiantly stating that: "beyond
the kid gloves attitude to the students, Colby is essentially a business and is run as ruthlessly."
Being a viral illness, it is easily
communicated to those around the
infected person, thus forming enHrecommunitiesofpersonsinfected
with the sickness. But due to the
embarrassing social nature of the
disease,it is unlikelyto grab headlines,and incoming information is
meager and unreliable. One of the
survival adaptations of the virus is
its ability to appear to go into a state
of remission,usually not lasting for
morethan four years,only to return
in a more virulent form if left untreated. •
Still, some persons have a natural immunity to acquiring the disease of questioning Colby, having
already committed themselves for
the duration.
If the virus is recognized and
treated in the early stages, the

chances of total remission are high.
Certain known techniques that result in a high rate of remission are:
listening to President Cotter justifying the $80,000 outlay, watching
a major sports team win,and making the Dean's List, although new
approaches are always welcome.
Treatment attempted in the later
stages is extremely ' dangerous
however, as it can actually
strengthen the virus' hold on the
patient.
The C.D.S. virus attacks and
sometimes destroys one's ability to
avoid questioning the accepted
status quo of a given environment.
Although this is an undoubtedly
good side-effect,at Colby it can be
taken to an extreme, as it is such a
fertile subjectmatter for evaluation.
A conscious effort at preventative medicine is the best insurance
one has to avoid catching this terrible sickness,and is the avenue the
present administration promotes.
This entails the renunciation of all
critical thinking about why one is at
Colby, and what one is actually
getting out of it, and the total
immersion in sports,clubs, and activities which can serve,as a panacea, to critical thinkingO

Douglas Belkin, '90:

"I would say to learn to think and to keep an
open mind."

Kurt Beckwith , '92:

"To be exposed to as many different areas as
possible to get a feel for what you want to do, to
develop an interest for later life."

The Cost Of A Coca-Cola Boycott

Here we go again. We Americans love to take a stand On issues
and offer token gestures to prove
our sincerity, ' Now tho Boycott
Fad is hero and'many Americans
arc proudly boycottingeverything
from Exxon to tuna fish. At Colby,
rising sentiment against CocaCola's investments in South Africa has led the President's Council to nppoint a committee to look
into thepossibilityofklcWng Cokc
off campus.

South Africa in 1986, Coke still
accounts for 70% of the soda market in South Africa. The profits
made frOnithesesalesare taxed by
the apartheid state of South Africa
and thesetaxeshelpto maintain the
white-minority government.
But the issue, of course, goes
much deeper. Upon further research we find that if this is to bo a
moral stand against all of CocaCola,we must also boycott Minute
Maid)uices/ ColumbiaPicturesand
many of trVcorporation's other
subsidiaries. WorscyeLPcdsi-Cola,
ono
of the most Hkely alternatives
LAWS NATION
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmto Coca-Cola,is similarly involved
. Boycott advocates argue thai in South Africa* according to an
buying Coke indirectly supports April Boston GJobo article. Unless
South Africa's rulingregime;De- we are careful in What wc boycott,
spite Its partial divestment .from we leave ourselves:open to the

Chris ty Law /

possibility of acting hypocriticallyby banningonc "apartheid
product" for another.
, And since we arc on the
subject of hypocrisy ... perhaps
we should consider cleaning up
out own backyard before we
jump up on the pulpit in condemnation of others, Disompowcrcd peoples don't have it
that great' at home either. The
incomegapbetween whitesand
blacks continuesto grow, infant
mortalityand adultilliteracyare
shamefully high in our inner
cities, arid racial violenceis on
the rise.
> Thlsisnottosaythatoursins
excusethoseof the raclstrcglme
in South Africaj butrather,, that
continued on page 13

J oci Jones, '90:

"To allow you more opportunities in a greater number of disciplines,"

Tim Felt , '91:

"(It should give you) .the means to continue your education
yourself."

Photos by Bob Lian
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Not Bad. Just Slow
While it's clear that Stu-A and the President's Council are working hard this year, from the outside it
appears most of what's happening on the inside is tire
spinning. Pure and simple. They j ust don't seem to be
getting much done.

So many agenda items have been tabled and discussions have run so
long that the President's Council is going to start meeting every week
instead of every other. A commendable move,but why not try to develop
a system of getting more done in less time.
The I-PLAY situation is a good example of Stu-A bureaucracy. The
controversy,regardless of which system you favor, surfaced the first week
of school and went largely unadressed by Stu-A except for a letter in the
Echo. Where were the forums? The opinion polls? The one forum they did
schedule for the end of this semester may not happen until next semester.
The brightest spot on Stu-A's record so. far is Stu-A Treasurer Matt
Dumas. He gets things done and is making a serious effort at bridling StuA's mounting deficit. Holding at about $30,000 at last check, Dumas is
keeping stringent control of club spending enabling him to start paying off
the first $10,000 of the debt.
Of course,with action comes mistakes and Dumas has made some. His
tactics have been called heavy-handed by some club leaders who face
reduced funding or the risk of reduced funding. Maybe they're right. But,
Dumas is going to get things done this year whether he riles a few club
leaders or not. His sights are set.
All in all, it seems our elected leaders are working their collective buns
off. At the very least, Stu-A is acting (and dressing) more like a student
government should. They're serious about campus issues. We just think
that less talk,fewer committees, and a little more action would benefit us
alio

Parkin g Posse

After only five weeks into the semester, students
that have cars on campus are wishing they didn't. Fiftysix cars have been towed from campus and 403 tickets
have been issued by the hands of campus Safety and
Security.

Mark Van Valkenburgh, director of Safety and Security, says these
numbers are "about the same as last year" and perhaps even lower.
It's "just a feeling I have based on last year," he said, because no
comparative figures actually exist from previous years.
Our "feeling based on last year" is that Van Valkenburgh has Colby
confused with his last year at University of Alaska.
Four hundred and throe tickets may not sound like much, but with
many tickets racking up to SI 10 fines each,this is more than your average
'taking a bite out of crime' by Colby security.
"I' ve never had anyone pay a $100 fine," said Van Valkenburgh, now
in his second year at Colby. But, fines are only reduced when students
appeal their tickets.
While Van Valkenburgh cites the start of last year as a heavier ticketing
time because "it took a little longer to educate people" about parking
policies, many students say knowledge of these policies is still abysmal.
Fire lanes are marked,but poorly at best. Signs- are too few and too far
apart. The curbs should be painted more consistently. And the enforcement should be more uniform too. Anyone with a car knows that Officer
Chuck Kitrell takes his tickets a bit more- seriously than the rest of the
squad.
But, maybe, Van Valkenburg h isn't the bad guy after all. Maybe a
couple of the guys just m ade a bet, You know,the officer who gives out the
most tickets wins a six-pack of their favorite brewaki. If that's the case, let
us know an d we'll chip In to end this ticket attack.Q

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Echo's Words
Warped

r In response to the article by Lori
Wright and Krista Stein, "Student
Survey Supports Campus Social
Fee,"we would like to comment on
one of the statistics reported. The
wording of "...about 75% (of the

students) never go to the Coffeehouse," exemplified poor journalism.This wording can only benegative for the publicity of the Coffeehouse. We have spent this last
month working hard to attract a
larger group of students by offering
more diverse entertainment including Comedy Night,Cultural Movie
Ni ght,and live music ranging from
folk to rock. We believe the Coffee-

house is enjoying a higher rate of .
success than in the past. We feel a
more positive choice of wording
would have referred to the 25 percent of the students that do go to the
Coffeehouse.
BetH Poole '90
Mim Siegel '90
Nicky Farkas'92
Managers of the Coffeehouse '•

OPINION

Colby Should Credit Outside Learning
By Matt Lehman
OPINIONS WRITER

Atthisyear'sFirstYearStudent's
matriculation ceremony,President
Cotter sent forth a challenge to the
incoming students: Don't be afraid
to experiment. Takeclasses outside
your previous interests; take advantage of your college years: This
is a very admirable call to arms,but
in light of some recent administrative rule changes,it is a hypocritical
one as well.
Last year, a Colby student, because of financial and personal
reasons,wished to graduate early.
She had the required amount of
credits and had filled all of her
requirements, but she was denied
by the college. Following the denial, in order to alleviateany confusion surrounding the decision,
Colby reiterated a rule that had been
in effect for anyone who entered
Colby after Sept. 1986: In order to
graduate - regardless of credits or
requirements-onemust spend eight

full-time semesters at Colby or at
an approved program.
Many students are not awareof
this rule, although it can have farreaching effects. Some of the students who do know about it are
students who havetaken President
Cotter to task over the ruling. They
have left school to volunteer for a
political campaign, or some other
cause they believe in, and have returned to find themselvesbehind
the rest of their class. This includes
a government major who took a
year off to work in the 1988 presidential election, and when he returned, found he got almost no
credit for his experience. Colby has
an excellent government department, but does the experience of
workingonapresidentialcampaign
not qualify for part of an education
in the study of government?
The rule also affects those students at Colby who received credit
for Advanced Placement tests in
high school. From my own experience,I took AFs for two reasons: It
would help me get into a better

school, and it would supposedly
savememoney. My teachers promised, if you did well on the tests,
you would receive college credit.
But these credits are now almost
worthless. They can't be accepted
at Colby as requirements in either
the all-collegedistributions or majors. They do allow one to pass out
of some introductory level courses,
but there are also placement tests
for some of these.
Nearly every yearat least a few
students acquire enough credits to
graduate early, but, according to
the rule, are not allowed to do so.
With college costs as high as they
are, Colby comes off as quite snobbish in this decision. If a student
cares enough about something - be
it an»A.P. course or a political campaign - to temporarily dedicate his
or her life to it,isn't this an integral
partoftheeducational process? One
would think so.But in the College's
eyes, only something taught in a
Colby classroom is worth credit.
As good as some of Colby's departments are, that simply isn't true.Q

Student s On
The Stre et
Work by the Educational Policy Committeef (EPC), and a subse quent vote by
th e fa cu lty last sp ring resulted in 10
guide lines for what a liberal arts education should entail. Those precepts are
listed in the Student Handbook. What do
y ou think is the most imp ortant goal of a
liberal arts educa tion?

Colby Dissati sfaction Syndrome

For decades, persons in the attitude"of Colby,and the constant
Colby environment have been "insult to my intelligence". At this
plagued by the dreaded illness, stage the host is usually permaC.D.S., Colby Dissatisfaction Syn- nently infected, and chances of
drome. The sickness is a degenera- completerecoveryrapidlydwindle".
tive-type viral infection. Persons at
The most extreme cases yet rehigh risk of contracting C.D.S. are, corded involve individuals openly
but are not limited to, new faculty, and defiantly stating that: "beyond
persons returning after years of the kid gloves attitude to the stuabsence or years abroad, upper- dents, Colby is essentially a busiclassmen, and other students with nessand is run as ruthlessly."
unarticulated disgruntled feelings.
Being a viral illness, it is easily
communicatedto those around the
Jolm Hawke
infected person, thus forming enI DONT LIKE SPAM
Hrecommunitiesofpersonsinfected
with the sickness. But due to the
The first signs of the illness tend embarrassing social nature of the
to be in the form of quiet mutler- disease, it is unlikely to grab headings under one's breath about "the lines,and incoming information is
hypocrisy of students and faculty/' meager and unreliable. One of the
or some such matter. If this pre- survival adaptations of the virus is
liminary stage is not treated, the its abilityto appear to go into a state
condition mayor may not progress of remission,usually not lasting for
to the second stage, which is evi- morethan four years,only to return
denced by a more general dissatis- in a more virulent form if left unfaction with Colby, coupled with a treated. •
penchant for cynical interpretation
Still,some persons have a natuof data.
ral immunity to acquiring the disIf the problem is still not ad- ease of questioning Colby, having
dressed, the victim may begin to already committed themselves for
verbalize dissatisfaction along more the duration.
definite lines; such as stating that
If the virus is recognized and
they are "sick of the small, mean treated in the early stages, the

chances of total remission are liigh.
Certain known techniques that result in a high rate of remission are:
listening to President Cotter justifying the $80,000 outlay, watching
a major sports team win, and making the Dean's List, although new
approaches are always welcome.
Treatment attempted in the later
stages is extremely dangerous
however, as it can actually
strengthen the virus' hold on the
patient.
The C.D.S. virus attacks and
sometimesdestroys one's ability to
avoid questioning the accepted
status quo of a given environment.
Although this is an Undoubtedly
good side-effect, at Colby it can be
taken to an extreme, as it is such a
fertile subjectmatter for evaluation.
A conscious effort at preventative medicine is the best insurance
one has to avoid catching this terrible sickness,and is the avenue the
present administration promotes.
This entails the renunciation of all
critical thinking about why one is at
Colby, and what one is actually
getting out of it, and the total
immersion in sports, clubs, and activities which can serve, as a panacea, to critical thinking.Q

Douglas Belkin, '90:

"1would say to learn to think and to keep an
open mind."

Kurt Beckwith , '92:

"To be exposed to as many different areas as
possible to get a feel for what you want to do, to
develop an interest for later life."

The Cost Of A Coca-Cola Boycott
Here we go again. We Ameri-

South Africa in 1986, Coke still

and offer token gestures to prove
our sincerity. ' Now the Boycott
Fad is hero and many Americans
arc proudly boycotting everything
from Exxon to tuna fish. At Colby,
rising sentiment against CocaCola's investments in South Africa has led the President's Council to appoint a committee to look
Into the possibility of kicklngCoko
off campus.

ket in South Africa. The profits
made from these sales are taxed by
the apartheid state of South Africa
and thesetaxes help to maintain the
white-minority government.
But the issue, of course, goe$
much deeper. Upon further research wc find that if this is to be a
moral stand against all of CocaCola, we must also boycott Minute
Maid Juices,Columbia Picturesand
many of the corporation's other
subsidiaries. Worscyet,Pepsi-Cola,
one of the most likelyalternatives
to Coca-Cola, is similarly involved
in Sputh Africa, according to an
April Boston Globe article, Unless
we are careful in what wc boycott,
we leave ourselves open to the

cans love t o t ake a stand on issues accounts for 70% of the soda mar-

Christ y Law

LAW S NATION
Boycott advocates argue that
buying Coke-Indirectly supports
South Africa's ruling regime. Despi te its partial divestment from

possibility of acting hypocriticallyby banningone "apartheid
product" for another.
And since we are on the
subject of hypocrisy ... perhaps
we should consider cleaning up
otn own backyard before we
j ump up on the pulpit in condemnation of others. Disempowered peoples don 't have it
that great' at home cither. The
income gap between whites and
blacks conti nues to grow, infant
mortalityand adult illiteracy are
shamefully h igh In our inn er
cit ies, and racial violence Is on
tl\e ri$e,
Thisis not t o say t ha t our sins
excuse thoseof the racist regime
in SouthAfrica; but rather, tha t
continued on page 13

J oci Jones, '90:

"To allow you more opportunities in a greater number of disci» plines."

Tim Felt, '91:

"(It should give you).the moans to continue your education
yourself."

Photos by Bob Linn
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Lovejoy
I

Friday, Oct.6

Roberts

:

I

Regular Hours

^MMJ

t« '

Mary Low
I

Regular Hours

Spa
1

Closed

Close at 2pm
*¦>

Saturday, Oct.7

B 8:00-9:00
L 10:30-1:30
D 5:00-8:00

Bru nch 10:30-1:30
Dinner 5:00-7:00

Closed

7pm- l lpm

4.

Sunda y, Oct.8

B 8:00-9:00
L 10:30- 1:30
D 5:00-8:00

Brunch 10:30-1:30
Dinner 5:00-7:00

Closed

7pm-11pm

•*-

Monday, Oct.9

B 8:00-9:00
L 10:30-1:30
D 5:00-8:00

Brunch 10:30-1:30
Dinner 5:00-7: 00

Closed

8am-2pm

Tuesda y, Oct.10

B 8:00-9:00
L 10:30- 1:30
D 5:00-8:00

Brunch 10:30-1:30
Dinner 5:00-7:00

Closed

8am-2pm

,

Esposito

continued from page 6
to Boycott Sal's Pizzeria but untrained in the methods of going
about this task. Nor can one forget
Bill Nunn as Radio Raheem, a guy
who's life revolves about his boom
box which continuously plays
Public Enemy's "Fight the Power."
Lee completes this film with a
brilliant blend of the music of his
father Bill Lee, Branford Marsalis
and Public Enemy. The photographic direction of Ernest Dickerson is excellent and rarely seen in
mainstream cinema. Lee also
achieves an unforgettable mood in
his choice of lighting and color in
many sequences. Jn addition, his
directing is on the mark and his
script,combined from many styles
of past American cinema, is never
boring.
Lee s work marks a milestone in
black cinema and American cinema
alike.Q

Subdudes

continued from page 7
Thebig turningpointcame when
John Magnie was playing a solo
piano gig and asked his friends to
join. They were forced to play a
subdued,toned-down acoustic set,
thus the name Subdudes. What they
played wastheir own,original style
and it caught some attention.
In 1987 they got tired of New
Orleans and decided to relocate to
Fort Collins, Colorado,where they
first attracted my attention. They
played in clubs all over the state
and began to develop a following.
Almost a year ago they signed with
Atlantic Records.
When you first catch an earful of
The Subdude's-sound, you never
quite forget it The songs seem intensely familiar as you listen to
them. Now, this isn't the cheesy
techno-plastic feel of popular topforty songs, it is the feel of an old
Rolling Stones song. Listen to this
album and enjoy it. Thereisnodoubt
in my mind that we will be hearing
much more from The Subdudes.?

Notice:
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Limited Edition Prints On Sale
By Helen Suh

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Take a look at the cover of the
ColbyParentsHandbookl989-1990.
If you are impressed with the.illustrative design, you can find 200
limited edition prints of it at the
Colby bookstore for $5 a print.
The artist behind the art, Barbara Bishop, designs all Colby
publications' materials, including
the viewbook, student handbook,
parents handbook and calendar. In
response to the enthusiastic reception from students, parents, and
faculty, Bishop decided to sell
prints of the handbook cover design.
Employed by Colby's publications department since 1984,Bishop
graduated from SkidmoaDCollege,
in Skidmore, NY. She wrote obituaries for school papers and later
spent 10 years in New York City
working for the publishing com-
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artwork. Sheuses an analogy of the
genetic versus environmentalissue
to relate howboth perspectivescombine to merge the creative and realistic elements of our lives.
In order to expand her applications in design and illustration,
Bishop is involved in a two-year
postgraduate program offered by
Syracuse University. Sheattends an
intensive two week course during
her summer vacation which offers
diverse courses ranging from legal
aspects of design to the design and
illustration of children's books.
Through the program Bishop
can travel to major cities around the
world biannually to meet and
minglewith major illustrators.This
year, slie is looking forward to visiting London in November and San
Francisco in the spring. Having already been to New York and Fort
Worth, she really appreciates this
opportunity to experience the "international vision of what's going
on in allustration."Q

illustration...combining the design
and drawing that I love"as well as
photography and painting.Bishop
hopes to do moreworkin this direction.
Bishop emphasizes that she
loves line and minimal line. That is,
shelikes to "capturethe essence"of
something, whether it be a landscape, object, animal, or person
through the use of a few "real, fresh
lines that don't overdo it".Creating
the "illusion of volume with simple
lines" is an intricate process nonetheless,it grasps one of her primary
goals.
Flat color,line, and shape constituteBishop's style.She especially
admires Japanese painting, works
of French artist, Matisse, as well as
Guatemalan and Mexican tapestry
works for they all incorporate minimal line and /or a melange of geometric shapes and color.
In more abstract terms, Bishop
likes to attain a balance of harmony
between chance and control in her
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CALL NOW FOR OUR
CLASS SCHEDULE

Woocirow Wilson School
of Public and
¦
International Affairs
Princeton University
Graduate Education for
Careers in Public Affairs

International Relations
Development Studies
Domestic Policy
Economics and Public Policy
Presentation and qucstion-and-answer session will be
held with a Woodrow Wilson School representative.
Date:
October 6 , 1909
Time:
10:03 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.
see Career Center Office
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The Pequod is now accepting submissions.
Fiction and Poetry to 1-800-332-TEST
reserve desk in Miller
Library.Art is
accepted in Bixler.

*?'ace:

pany,ScholasticBooks Services.As
art director for this agency, she
began the work she now continues
at Colby,creating designs for magazines, books, record jackets, and
package designs.
When Bishop first arrived in
Maine, she wrote and illustrated
children's books.
Nowshe and herColby publication colleagues are flooded with
over 500 jobs to complete yearly.
Roz Heines, a member of the
publications department, asked
Bishop for something different for
this particular handbook, something tending more towards illustration than photography. Knowing that the administration wanted
the Miller Library Tower somehow
incorporated into the design, Barbara suggested a Johnson Pond
Viewpoint.It provided the horizontal landview which was necessary
to "wrap" around the cover.
~ Bishop admits that it is the first
project to result in a "real
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Classic designer clothing
for men and women,
at savings of 30%-50%

I. CRE W

J FACTORY STOR E
10 Bow St. ? Freeport, Maine ? (207) 865-3180

CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
FOR SALE

SERVICES
OFFERED

9 piece living room s«t. 1 couch,
1loveseat,1chair,2 end tables, 1
coifeetable, 2 lamps, 1armchair.
$700/set. Call Jon at 872^8700 Master Craftsmanwillbuildlofts,
bookshelves, tables, etc." at readays and 873- 7358 eves.
sonable rates.
1984 Yamaha 700 Virago. 9,000 ContactJoeMcSwain at 453-9903.
milesexc. cond. alwaysgaraged.
Asking $1,100 or b/o. Call John
872-8700 (days) 873-7350(eves)

SERVICES
OFFERED

Will do typing and / or word
processing in my home. Reasonable rates. Contact Gloria Veiliux, 3 China Road, Winslow ME
or call 872-5031
Lonely? Need a date?
Meet that special someone today!
Call DATETIME (405) 366-6335

3J£W i

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Campus Reps Needed
Earn big commissions and free
trips by selling Nassau/ Paradise Island, Cancun, Mexico,
Jamaica andSkitrips to Vermont
and Colorado.
For more information call toll
free 1-800-344-8360 or in CT 203967-3330

AssistantSteward(male/female)
at the Maine Yacht Club for 1990
Summer Season; last week in
May through Labor Day.
Must be 18 years or older. Possible housing available. Please
call (207) 633-3325 or write:
Lee Gray
P.O. Box 672
Boothbay Harbor, ME 14538

Cruise Ship Jobs
Hiring Men-Women. Summer/
Year Round; Photographers,
Tour Guides, Recreation Personnel.Excellentpayplusfree travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas,
South Pacific, Mexico.
Call Now! Call Refundable.
1-206-736-0775 Ext.1059

Compact Discs
Records

Audio Equipment
Cassettes

..

CENTE R

Babies by choice, not chance.
Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield and Jackman.
873-2122 or 474-8487

RISING SEA LEVELS?
ti *

Discovera challenging opportunity to understand
the p a s,tthe p r e s e,nand
t thejutaare
of the world's oceans.

nBnmimnMnanBi

* LESSONS

~ MARINE ECOLOGY
~ MARITIME HISTORY
~ LITERATURE OF THE SEA -
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Or sec James Mclnljre - CareerServices
Colby students receivefull semestercredit for this program.
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N O R T H WOOD FARM

J BELGRADE ,

»'

¦

~ MARINE POLICY
~ RESEARCH AT SKA
~ OCEANOGRAPHY

MARITIME STUDt ES PROGRAM
»f *
WILLIAMS COLLEGE at MYSTIC SEAPOKT MUSEUM
Mystic Seaport Museum, Mystic;¦- CT 06355 203-536-2326

|
^Jfea

* SEVERAL HORSES FOR LEASE JI11 &, _ ddBI
& ^^^^ SB§^
* HORSES FOR SALE
* HORSE SHOWS

FOOD FROM THE SEA?

COASTAL ZONE^VIANAGEMENT?

Boardin g • Trainin g • Sales

a

1

m^Ewg

35 East
On The Concourse
Waterville,ME 04901

* CROSS COUNTRY COURSE
* DRESSAGE

—

For peace of mind, you need to take care of your body.
We offer lull service reproductivehealth care provided
by female practitioners. Call us today.

The Musie Gallery
¦anHKaHmmHHwnna
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BRUCE EMGLER .Prop.
(207 ) -873-1 166

Takecare
of yourself.
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Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked breakfast
at

BONNIE'S

.Colby..Special
2 Eggs ,

Bacon , Tbast ,
Pancakes ,
Hornetries
& Coffee
$4 . 5 0

DINER

mm i^B^^^ ^^^ ^^^ B^BiiMi
flfriv vft&ift&frfcffi

Sunshine Special

2 Eggs ,
2 Slices of

French Toast &
Homefries .
$2.95

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m. - 2:00p .m.
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Benton Avenue - Winslow
Bear loft after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on tho left.
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Boycott

citizens need to take. We can and
should vote according to our consciences on these issues, lobby our
representatives in Washington directly or work with public interest
groups, and ultimately, consider
how our own adions contribute to
the disempowerment of people at
home and abroad.
Well,then,should we institute a
boycott of Coca-Cola products at
Colby? It is a step* in the right direction, certainly. And it can help raise
awareness of these issues. If we fail
to boycott its subsidiaries and PepsiCola products as well, the boycott
maynotbeabsolutein amoralsense,
but it will be an example. And if
nothing more,it will be a flexing of
our consumer muscleto urgepolitical responsibility from large corporations,and hopefully, instigate the
start of more concrete action in the
futureO

continued from page 9
all too often we ignore issues at
home - oven: which we have more
control -while we sermonize on not
so dissimilar issues abroad .
Boycotts, benefit concerts, and
other such token gestures make us
feel good. They may even have
minor impact on the real world,but
they alone do not affect major
change. The danger of tokenism is
that welull ourselves into feeling so
good about ourselves that we stop
here. If we really care about the
tragediesof disempowered peoples,
be they American or South African,
we need to go much further.
Educating ourselves,taking the
time to talk to others about these
issues and-then entering into the
political process in a meaningful
way are further steps concerned

Bookstore
1

continued from page 5
store,but Gagnon made it clear that
Iron Horse must be willing to take
the first step.
"I don't seeit as my responsibility to call them," he said. "They can
talk to us/'
"We will contact Ken at an
appropriate time.We're waiting for
things to cool down. We're interested in working with them and
we're looking forward to positive
relations," said Peter Nutting,
owner of the Iron Horse.
One placethat Gagnon sees the
Iron Horse and the Colby Bookstore working together in the area
of trade books.
"The bookstore could use some
fine tuning," Gagnon said. "But it
ain't broken. But, our trade book
department needs attention, it

needs improvement."
One of the ways that Gagnon
sees the bookstoreexpanding their
trade book department is by establishing an online computer system
withbookstores downtown. Such a
system would increase the selection for customers and speed up

ordering processes.
Gagnon said that plans with Mr.
Paperback havebeen discussed but
"we'll talk to anyonein town. We're
open."
"Wc would be happy to be a
part of that," said NuttingP •

NOTICE :

Stu-A is holdinga referendum vote to
ascertain studen t opinion on two
proposed changes to its constitution:
student representation by "building
rather than by population and voting
protocol for commons-based issues.
So, READ the Stu-A Constitutions
posted about campus and VOTE
Wednesday, October 11, in all Dining
Halls during lunch and dinner.
This is a public service announcement

Notice:

The Task Force on the Status of Women and issues of Gender invites you to partici pate in all campus hearings to air concerns about the environment for women at Colby, to
discuss how gender affects out interactions on campus, and to share ideas on creative ways to improve the working and living climate for all students,faculty and employees.
Hearings will be on Wednesday,October 11at 7:15 p.m. for students and alumnaeli in Lovejoy 100 and on Tuesday October 17 at 12:00 noon for faculty and staff in the Robbins
Room, Roberts. Please call the Vice President's office at x3204 if you want to reserve a time to be heard. Extemporaneous presentations are also encouraged, and confidential
statements may be submitted to and Task ForceCo-Chair: Cal Mackenzie,Government Department,x3272; Cheryl Gariepy, '91,Box 724,x3031; PatriceFrankoJones, Economics
Department, x3347; or Tom Sherry,'90, Box 1032, x3078.
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Tough Two Weeks Four-Colby Football
Notables of Colby vs. Hamilton:
"Colby's record falls to 0-2 in 27-10 loss to 1-1 Continentals
*White Mules outscored 57-10 in first two games
*Colby linebacker Len Baker - led Mules with 20 tackles, one sack
"Colby defensive back Jay Olson - 7 tackles, one interception (3rd of season)
*Colby defense plays well, but once again were on field too often
"Colby quarterback Chris White 14 completions/32 attempts, 169 yards, 67% completion rate first half , 24% in
second half
*Colby fullback Jon Bartlett catches screen pass from White,scampers 20 yards for Colby's first TD of the season
*Colby halfback Brian Cooley runs for 85yards on 15 carries, with long run of 23 yards
*Cood special teams play, Colby kicker Peter Sandblom - 28 yard field goal, hit one extra point
"Hamilton quarterback Clair runs for two TD's and throws for a third

ph otoby Robyn Glaser
Ful lback J ohn Bartlett charges f ast a Hamilton defender last Saturday to score Colby 's lone touchdown this season.

Scoreboard

FOOTBAtk O-a:
Sept 30 Hamil ton 27, Colby 10
Next - Oct 7 vsl Tufts..l:3»

WOMEN 'S SOCCER j s-0-2
ScptZ * CotbyU,.....Brid gcwaterState l
Ortl
Colby 0 .Tufts 0
Oct 4
Bowdoin 2.„.„Cwlby 1
Next -Oct 7 at Amherst..! 1:00
Od 12 at Bates.,. 3:00
Oct 14 at Clark.. 2)00

MEN'S SOCCER * 5-3-1
S«pt 28 Colby 4....«„U. New England 0
Oct t Tufts 2».m«Co)by J
Oct 3
Colby 3 USM 1
Nod-: Oct 7 Vk Clark...2:O0
0ct n *l Maine Maritime Acadomy...3 ;00
Oct 14vs. ConnecticutCoUegc.UtOO

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Sept SO at Bowdoin, vs. USM and
Bowdoln,Colbyflnishcs8c<»ndbchlndBowdoIn ,MarcGilbertson
finishes first overall
Next- Oct 7 Codfish Bowl at Franklin Park
Oct M NESCA Os at Amherst
WOMEN'S TENNXSi 4-0
_
_ „ . * « , ^ :
~ ? CROSS
WOMEN'S
COUNTRY: Sept 30 CBB at Bowdoin, *th out
Oct 4 vu, Bowdoin
of*
Next- Oct * atU.VermonUfcOO
„_,„„
,,
J ul Vollweilcr Win * third strai ght race
Oct 7 it Dartmduth.., TBA
N0*' <><* 7 Codfish Bowl at Fran klin Park
Od 10 at U. New Ham P Bhli*...3:30
.
Qct u NESCA.Cs at Amherst
Oct 13-14 MAIAW Tournament at Colby
„
Oct 17 at BDwdoin,..3s30
,
mr
t „ ^M „., .
.
FIELD
HOCKEY * 2-2
Sopt 27 Colby 3„ UMF 0
0ct 1
GOLF; Played 3 matcnes. Finished 4lh twice and 2nd at t*c CBB
J " ft *l.».»Colby 0
Oct 3 USM 3...«.Colby2(20T )
match ,
Next- Oct 6 at Gordon.„ 4:00
Next - Oct 5 T2CAC Qualifier at Middlcbuiy
Oct l4 vs. Nkhols. 1:00

Women
continued from page 16

hockey and lacrosse teams, has a
differing view of her experience
with the administration.
separating the two," LcRoy said.
Tve definitely had a positive
"However, I do think sometimes experience here. I think that
we get shafted and don't get the women's athletics are moving up. I
coverage we deserve."
really feel that Colby is one of the
"But you know, we're all best as far as equality is concerned.
strong enough as a team unit to But I do think there are some probovercome that, and the support lems. For instance, we are fighting
we get from our fans i s all tha t for equality and they drop a bomb
really counts to us anyway/' she on us accu 8i ng us of being in a sororsaid.
ity. I think we deserved better than
Jun ior Katherirte Copperth- that. I .just don't like the idea of
wait, goalie for the women's ice having to defend myself when I'm

not guilty of the accusation," she
said.
Women 's athletics have
made tremendous strides sincethe
19th century, but there are many
positive steps that must continue
to be made at Colby.
In the weeks to come the
sports d epar t m en t of The Colby
Echo will examine this question
and attempt to ascertain whether
the college is doing everything
possible to make the vision of
equality a reality for future Colby
women athlctesO

Offensive Weapons
Fire Two Dud Rounds
By Pete McElroy
STAFF WRITER

Why hasn't Colby Football
been winning? Many are asking
that question this week after
Colbylost
to Hamilton this
past Saturday by
a score of
27-10.
There are
m a n y
possible
reasons
for the courtesy
of Public Affairs
team 's
Brian Cooley
s econd
straight loss; a lack of concentration seems to be the most obvious problem.And, the performances of running back Brian
Cooley 90, wideout Joe Vecchi
'90,and quarterback Chris White
'90 haven't helped the Mules
much.
During the 1988 season,these
three helped Colby to win four
games, and many believed that
last year was the beginning of a
new era
for Colby
Football.
But the
three vete r a n s
h a v e n 't
played up
to their
ability this
yearand a
new footcourlesy of Public Affair,
baU era js
J oe Vecchi
on hold.
Last season, Joe Vecchi was
one of the top kickoff returners
in the country and was also one
of New England's better receivers, averaging almost 22 yards
per catch. This year,after having
a horrible game against Trinity,
Vecchi came back against Hamilton to finish with 6 catches

for 70yards. While this is not representative of his ability, it shows an upward trend that hopefully will continue throughout the season.
Brian Cooley also played well
against Hamilton, garnering 85 yards
off 15 carries, with nearly all of his
yardage gained in the first half. This
gives him a total of 121yards this fall,
compared to the league leading 208
of Craig Goguen of Amherst.
"All of us aren't playingup to our
abilities," he said. "We all have to put
it together to win some games."
Quarterback Chris White hasn't
had a stellar fall either. Finishing 1988
with 60 completions out of 111
attempts and
895
yards.
White has only
21 completions
in 53attempts so
far this year. His
completion percentage is down
to 39.3this year,
compared with
54 percent last courtesy of Public
Affairs
year. After a 10
Chris White
of 15 first half
against Hamilton,White wentcold and
was unable to get any rhythm going in
the second, and went 4 of 17.
These three players all have the
potential to pull this 0 and 2 team to a
good record. But the team must come
to play. After the first half on Saturday,
the team let themselves down by not
playing as well as they had at the
beginning. Things like this cannot
happen if Colby wants to win.
After last season, Colby's Football
team, finishing with a 4-4 record,
earned a well deserved reputation as a
team on the rise. This followed the
players throughoutthe off-season,and
has left many with higher than realistic expectations for the Colby team.
This team is not going to win the
next six games, but they are a good
solid team which,with Cooley, White
and Vecchi, can win some big games
and bring back the deserved reputation they worked hard to achieve last
season.?

j

pliolo by Robyri Closer
George tinge #15 pu ts one past the Tuf ts goalkeep er here, but Tuf tn went on
to defeat the Mules 2-1 last Sunday.

The Critical Point
An "I-USED-TO-P LAY" Update
By Steven Graber
STAFF WRITER

Colby, Tufts;
Both Hungry
For Victory
By Randy Yarlas

Sample of residence halls: (wins-losses-forfeits as of Sept. 28) gameslisted as forfeits here
would normally be listed as wins for the team that showedup.
Residence
Hall
MARRINER DANA
MARY LOW
COBURN
FOSS
AVERILL
GROSSMAN

Men's
Football
no team
n/a
no team
no team
0-1-1
0-0-3
no team

Men's
Soccer no team
ai/a no team
no team
2-0-0 1-0-4
no team

Coed

Football
no team
1-0-2
no team
no team
n/a
0-0-3
O-Q-2

Coed

Field Hockey
no team
0-0-3
0-0-3
no team
(w/M.Low)
,
no team
no team

Coed

Soccer
0-0-1
1-0-1
(w/Foss)
(w/Foss)
0-1-1
no team
no team

No system is perfect. The new I-PLAY system is no exception. The old system wasn't perfect, but the new
one isn't working" either.
Yes, there aregood aspects to the new system,particularlythe coed teams that allow more women to not only
lay
p sports but feel comfortable playing. But it would be better if the gameswere being played.
Whilemorestudentssigned up for I-PlAYthisfaU(450men/250women) than lastf aU (3^7men/91 women) ,
I'd stake my "I-PLAY Champs"t-shirt that there was more actual participation last year.There have beenmore
forfeits than ever- And that's in all sports, '
On top of inconveniencing and dissappointing the dedicated few who do show up for I-PLAY games,
forfeited games also cost money,Referees get paid whether the game is playedor not. I spoke with three referees
who had been hired to workfour football games,but onlyoneof rhegameswasplayed.At $3.65 for each referee
per game, that's about $33 down the tubes.
And the issue of playing with friends just won't fade away. Dorrn unity is nice,but I spoke with more than
70 students from all parts of campus last week and many did not know if their dorms even had an I-PLAY team.
Gerry McDowell,the head of I-PLAY, must be frustrated, I would be. He assuredly has put up " with a lot of
grief over this system he is in charge of running. McDowell is also very busy with directing club sports and
getting ready for the basketball season as an assistant coacjv
McDowell has been so busy that I strongly suggest Colby find somone elseto do the job. The college should
hire one person, most likely a student, to manage I-PLAY. Someone who could assist McDowell and can deal
with the nuts and boltsof I-PLAYon the student level.Thecollegeshouldhirethis person toensurel-PLAY really
,v . . .
works.Period.
problems
are
because
McDowell maintains that I-PLAY"s
"somestudents havenot been willing to give the
system a chance to work"rather than from poor coordination or snags with the system itself. Yet, when Foss IPLAY chair Amy Rule stopped at McDowell's officeto get the names of the I-PLAY chairs, he didn't know who
they were or have any records to that effects
This new system is an issue. I approached one person from the Dean's office about I-PLAY over the weekend
and that person did not want to hear about it We have had all-COTipU$ pollson the CIA, even the social fee.
Maybe Stu-A should conduct an I-PLAY poll and find out what the students really want.
But a poll may be asking too much, as it doesn't appear that Stu-A i$ in any hurry to make changes to the IPLAYsystem.The open forum planned by our Hall Presidents for the end of this semestermay not even be held
until second semester according to Stu-A Vice President Dan Spurgin.
I In case they do postpone the forum, I'm giving some of my suggestionsnow;
*There should be room for compromise. The old system did have good points,
*Keep in mind that room draw should decidewhere we live, not what l-PLAY team we play on.
"Under the dorm I-PLAY system, the quality of teams coming from larger dorms should be much better,
therefore decreasing parity. Why not divide by commons instead of strictly by dorms?
*Off campus students are supposed to play with the dorm they lived in last year,yet they probably have no
contact with that dorm and certainly have no present "allegiance" to it* Why not let off campus students form
teams?
, ;
*Ro$ters now depend upon hall presidents, but no one checks to insure they're submitting teams.Bad idea.
"Scheduling needs to be looked at. A four or five game schedule is not enough playing time, By the same
token, sched u ling games near di nner ti me on Paren t's Weekend or when church services are offered is not good
either,
But, poll or no poll, Stu-A or the athletic department must take action soon, I-PLAY isn't fun anymoreD

STAFF WAITER

The White Mule football squad
got another taste of defeat last
Saturday, dropping its second
consecutive game in a 27-10 loss
to the Hamilton Continentals.
Things looked good for the Mules
in the first half, as they took control of the game and posted and
early lead. But in the second half,
the offense was nowhere to be
found .Hamilton stole the momentum,and handed the Mulesa tough
loss.
Last year,the football team got
off to the same dismal start,losing
its first two games of the season
before corning back to beat Tufts
in an extraordinary game.
But that was then, and this is
now.
The victory against Tufts last
year ended a vicious string of
losses, and paved the way for
Colby's first .500 season of the
decade.
Thisyear,they aren't up against
anylonglosing streaks,just themselves. They are trying to prove
not only that they are as good a
team as last year, but better. But
Coach Tom Austin and the rest of
his squad don't need to convince
anybody.
'Too many people dwell on
the negative aspects. We have a
good team. It's a matter of taking
one game at a time," he said. He
has learned a lot from those two
games, and said the team has indeed improved since its first loss
two weeks ago. But how do you
explain to the fans that this is the
same team that compiled three
straight wins' to end last year's
season? Are the fans expecting too
much?
No, explains Austin, "expectations should be hi gh."
"Let's not forget, there are six
more games left. There's no need
to throwin the to wel ju styet,"said
junior defensive end Todd Verhoeven. "People don't realize that
we've just played against two of
thetougher teamsinourdivision."
The Mules are winless and
hungry.Austin is looking forward
to the match against Tufts, a team
considered to have equal ability to
Colby.
"Any time two talented teams
lay
p each other,it comes down to
performance levels, creating scoring opportunities, and responding appropriately," he said. He

Getting There
From Here

Nothing to do sxver mid - semester break? Come down to
Medfor d.,Mass.thisSaturdayand
help cheer Colby to-victory?Just
follow these simpfedirection
*take 95 Sowth to 4#5South
*take495South to "93 South;
"¦Proceed to the Icenter of the
square. Turn left on Main Street
find light)
*Fo lkmMamStreet forabc*ut4/
10th mile £$fcay to:right of Mobil
!
gas station)
*Turn right onto-George Street
(first two waystreet}
*At stop sign, turn Mt onto CollegeAvexuie
^Proceed over railroadbridge &
down small MU "
*Lookforparkutgloton.yourr%ht
&pwfl in there -.
"Field will be on your left as you
pull j nG
also added that the key to next
week's victory involves everyone
playing at their top level of performance,something that has been
lacking in the last two games. Tufts
is a team that loves to run the
"wishbone" offense, which is a
predominantly running offense in
iiich the QB has the option to hand
the ball off to one of three running
backs, run it himself, or throw a
pass. Last year, Tufts racked up
440 yards rushing againstthe Mule
defense. If Colby is to be successful
next weekend, they will have to be
sharp defensively, especially on the
defensive line and at linebacker.
This is an important game for
both teams. And even Duane Ford,
coach of theTufts squad,conceded
"we're by no means taking this
game lightly. We lost a tough game
last year, so this.year we're turning
things up a notch."
Tufts is hungry for a victory,
also. Just last week they lost to
Williams, the top NESCAC team
last year> in a game that Ford claims
they should have and could have
won.
Joe Vecchi, Colby's top wide
receiver, said that a "complete
game" is needed for Colby to win
next week. "There has beena lack
of concentration. And two losses
tends to hurt your pride a little. It's
really awful thatit has taken us two
weeks to get into gear."
"Don't give up on us," says
Verhoeven. "We certainly aren't
giving up on ourselves."Q

Devastator Of The Week

photo by Hob lian
Propp ed up with a foldin g table, this l-PLAY soccer net is in obout-aa good of shap e as the intramural system itself,
according to Critical Point writer Steven Graber.

This wggki«L m.ost devastating performance was
turrjj K^mby met^Ss harrier Marr;Gilbertson.
/^Fttis junior froni Mfontpelier,
Vermont finished first overall
at Bo
wdoin, whorej ie^belted 36
if /a race held lastWekb^
other runners in leading tMjWhi^^Gs-fSj ^cpn^ place
finish behind archival Bqwwi^gie^rig^Kc^GHJ^ertson
posted a 26:45 r^^^M^si^3te/o^ev4eavihg^cond
plac^n^herX^n^Mey^ot
Bc^^iTiln^^^i^vcvrbiaj ilust.
s
devfi$tah%jg
For displaying
-eiesn'e Unr&umng to victory, the
Echo sports staff awardYMarc^irbertson the dubious honor oi
Devastator of the Week.ClJ

Women's Soccer , Tennis Dominate
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR
There are two teams on campus
this fall who can stake a valid claim
to the title of "the best team at
Colby."Women's soccer,under the
guidanceof head coach DaveLaLiberty,has powered its way to a 5-0-2
record , while Paula Aboud's
women's tennis squad remains the
only unbeaten, untied varsity team
on Mayflower Hill with a 4-0 mark.
These records do not include yesterday afternoon 's contests, in
which both teams took on Bowdoin
College.
LaLiberty says he is "pleasantly
surprised" by his squad's performance thus far, but that is not to say
he didn't expect quality play from
his ladies at the season'soutset .The
1988 version of this team, from
which a solid nucleus returns,
posted an 8-6 record, its best ever. A
combination of veteran savvy,fresh
blood, and some serious firepower
in the legs of two junior forwards
have made this group a force to be
reckoned with in New England
soccer.
Leading the offensive attack are
juniors Charlotte Reece and Kristen
"Woody" Widronak, who have
together accounted for over half of
the team'sscoring. Reeceis the leading scorer with four goals and two
assists, while Widronak has tallied
five and helped out on another.
Although these two put up the
numbers, this team goes much
deeper than that. A talented veteran defensive corps has been as
much a key to success as has the
offence.
"When the attack isn't there,the
defense is," said LaLiberty.

In goal is sophomore Meredith
Johnson,who has come up with big
saves all year. In front of her are
seniors Sonya Wiberg and Margaret Clymer, junior Nancy Penrose,
and sophomore Heather Glynn, all
of whom have been key members
of a defense that has posted two
shutouts and given up an average
of less than one goal per game.
While the veterans have played
an essential role in the unbeaten
streak, there have" also been some
significant rookie contributors.
Midfielder Catherine Donovan was
Colby'shighest rated prospect, and
has "added strength to the middle,"
said LaLiberty. "It's a tough transition to this level of play,but she has
done remarkably well."
Also impressive has been Pam
debase, who LaLiberty says "fits
in well with our style."
Anyonewho has seen this team
in action knows they perform as a
highly cohesive unit, with no particular player dominating. Both
p layers and coach are adamant in
stressingthis point.LaLibertypoints
to the depth, of the team as a critical
factor in tie success of this year's
campaign.
"We have a good practice situation,as the players who don't play
as much really push the starters/
he said. It's a good situation forme,
since there are people I know I can
send in, and come on strong in the
second half."
Being undefeated is not all roses,
as the Lady Mules have discovered.
A certain dimension of pressure is
added to each game as the wins pile
up, and other teams mark you as
the "team to beat."
"People get the attitude that T
want to b« the first to beat Colby',"

said junior midfielder Laura
Longsworth.
Also undefeated and looking
strong is the women's tennis team,
much to the delight of Coach Aboud.
"It'sa wonderful feeling, but it's
not going to our heads. We're staying loose as a team," she said.
The soccer team cites depth as a
key factor in their success; ditto for
women's tennis.
"Unlike last year, the whole
middleis strong,"said junior Maryann Hutchinson. "We're confident
about getting wins at places like
number four and five singles."
"No one person stands out,"said
Aboud. "This team makes everyoneplay better, becausethere'ssuch
a strong ladder. This poses more of
a challenge to the top players."
Not only is this ladder deep, it i s
also young. The number one player
is frosh Maria Kim, while the number two spot had been occupied by
sophomore Lisa Black before she
was injured.Replacing her is junior
Twisty Gogolak.
The team will face its first serious' challenge of the season this
weekend, with three matches
against Division I teams. Although
the prospect of remaining undefeated is not likely, Aboud does not
think that shooting to win at least
one of the three- is unreasonable.
"We have the potential to be better
than last year's team," said Aboud.
That -team lost to Division I University of Vemont by a score of 5-4.
Besides which, "a defeat will not
destroy us."
Tennis fans will have a chance
to see the team in action over
Homecoming weekend, when
Colby will host the State of Maine
TournamentO

photo by Roby n Closer
Sophomore Goalie Meredith Johnson makes the save for Colby
women 's soccer.

Colby Women's Sports Coming Of Age
app aratus , such as dumbells , Indian
clubs and wands." From the 1887
Colby Echo.

In the 102 years that have

Senior Captain Jodie Brown '? Field H
By Billy Goodman
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Editor's note; This article is tho
first In a two part scries which will be in-

ey team exemplifies the rise of women ' ihleles at Colby. P ma W m^n "mer
vestignting tho state of women's athlet- of the f air ones must not be overlooked.
ics at Colby,as seen by the athletes and Theyoungladies need exercise as much
the administrators,
as the men, and they have come to
realize Die need of a gym. They are,
"Since we have so freelythrown however, very moderate in their deopen our doors to coeducation, thewants mands, and only ask f or a little simp le

passed since that publication ,
women's sport s h ave moved f rom
an afterthought to a place of prominence and dominance on the Colby
campus.
Colby now boasts of athletic
competition on the varsity level for
13different squads and has 10 club
teams that women can partake in.
Thereareeighfc femalecoachcs; Deb
Pluck is the assistant athletic director for women's spor t s, and the
additi on of Laura Halderson marks
t he f irst ever female head coach of
women's hockey at Colby.
' Throughoutlastyear'Bathletic
season the women of Colby earned
seven All-Amerlcah titles, had two
womenqualifyonthenational level,
and two others who qualified for
All-American status in threeevents.
Without any doubt, women's athletics at Colby have proven that
they are the superior group of athletes that exist at this school and

that the. stigma of 'second class
athlete' is no longer applicable to
thern.
"In my time at Colby there
have been a great many changes,in
not only the structure of women's
athletics, but in the athlete's perception of themselves in general. I
believe that Colby has always been
way ahead of other NESCAC
schools in the steps we've made in
women's athletics,"said head baseball/women's basketball coach *
Gene DeLorenzo.
When the question wasput to
the athletes them selves,there were
differing ideas of exactly how well
Colby has managed the emergence
of women to athletic excellence.
Equality is coming but it's a
tough road that the women have to
climb in order to receive the respect
the men already get, according to
field hockey arid lacrosse player
Elizobeth,LeRoy '90.
"I think there shouldn't be
such a huge distinction between
the two and that it should be just
Colby athletics rather than always
continued on page 14

